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4 September’10- 7.1 magnitude 
22 February’12 – 6.3 magnitude 
Since – more than 11,000 tremors 









Some Statistics 
• 185 deaths 
• Estimated financial cost – more than $30 
billion 
• 1300 commercial buildings and 14,000 
homes destroyed or condemned 
• 8,000 homes put into Red Zone (630 
hectares) 
• 459,000 claims received by the Earthquake 
Commission 
• 376,000 tonnes of liquefaction silt removed 
• 5548 vehicles recovered from CBD 





CTV Building 

































 
One Team making it Happen with Integrity and 
Passion 
 
The Council is a new team, and as such we have a new way of 
thinking and a new way of doing things. As a team 
representing our communities we want to involve you in our 
decision making. You know the needs of your part the 
city better than anyone and we want to hear your views and 
ideas as we work together designing our city's future.  
you. 
I  fully appreciate the challenges that we all face and the 
difficulties that many are still experiencing. Every one of the 
councillors is committed to breaking down the barriers to 
recovery and reinvigorating a "can do" attitude within the 
council. 
Your feedback will always be welcome 



The city's newly installed 
mayor, Lianne Dalziel, hopes to 
usher in a new era of 
governance that focuses on 
empowering community 
organisations to do things for 
themselves. "Building a 
resilient city starts at the 
grassroots, so that bottom-up 
meets top-down halfway” 



From Red 
Tape to Red 
Carpet! 





 

‘I think negative people  
should be taxed.  They require 
an incredible amount of energy.  
They're like corgi dogs nibbling 

at your ankles and I'm sure they 
exist to show us the difference  

between heaven and hell.’ 
  

(Vicki Buck, Former Mayor, Christchurch City Council) 



 
‘We have been elected to fix 
the City, and a major part of 
that is changing the rules to 
let community get on with it.’ 

  
(Vicki Buck, Deputy Mayor, Christchurch City Council) 





RECOVERY STRATEGY 
MAHERE HAUMANUTANGA 
 
The Recovery Strategy provides a vision, 
goals and a road map for ensuring the 
success of greater Christchurch for 
recovery and future leadership in 
earthquake resilience. 
 
The Recovery Strategy Vision is: 
Greater Christchurch recovers and progresses 
as a place to be proud of an attractive and 
vibrant place to live, work, visit and invest - mō 
tātou, ā, mō kā uri ā muri ake nei - for us and 
our children after us. 
 





Gerry Brownlee 



Massey University's Prof Bruce Glavovic, the 
country's top recovery expert, criticised the 
purely top-down approach.  
 
"How is CERA going to capitalise 
on local culture and knowledge? 
How is it going to mobilise local 
capacity to rebuild? How is it 
going to enable local communities 
to make choices that will build 
safer and more sustainable 
communities?" he asked. 





Wharetiki House 









Christchurch 
Community 







Key Place Making 
Groups 



DISASTER: a time of 
devastation, but also an 
opportunity to see utopia 



 
“A map of the world that 
does not include Utopia is 
not worth glancing at, for 
it leaves out the one 
country at which humanity 
is always heading” 
(Oscar Wilde, 1891) 
 



 
Key Lessons: 
 
1. Power of Humour 

















 
Key Lessons: 
2. Altruism, 
Generosity and 
Mutual Aid 









Sam 
Johnson 



Student 
Volunteer 

Army  
 

-9000 students 
-75,000 hours 

of work 
-moved 

360,000 tonnes 
of silt, sludge 
and rubble 









 
Key Lessons: 
 
3.Solidarity, 
Community 
Reconnection and 
Engagement  





Gap Filler is a creative urban regeneration initiative 
started in response to the September 4, 2010 Canterbury 
earthquake and  aims to temporarily activate vacant sites 
within Christchurch with creative projects for community 
benefit, to make for a more interesting, dynamic and 
vibrant city. 



Blue Pallet Pavilion 













 
“Christchurch needs our help! There are wonderful ideas for 
the future city, but that’s a long way off and many people 
need reasons to stay now. Gap Filler gives everyday people a 
way to contribute to the city’s regeneration instead of 
passively waiting for the professionals to do the job. Site-
specific projects can help us celebrate, mourn and criticise 
all that we’ve lost; can help us play, experiment and toy with 
ideas for the future; can make otherwise empty areas 
active; and can ultimately pave the way in the revitalisation 
of the city (without using pavement). 
 
We’re kind of like a community-centred, participatory 
innovation lab. 
  
People, People, People – it’s all about people who make things 
happen!” 









 
Key Lessons: 
 
4.Entrepreneurialism 
and Possibility 



Ministry of Awesome exists to 
water the seeds of awesome in 
Christchurch!  





 
About Ministry of Awesome 
Ministry of Awesome exists to water the seeds of awesome in Christchurch. 
AWESOME = insanely great stuff 
AWESOME = real, meaningful value 
AWESOME = the people of Christchurch doing insanely great stuff that provides 
real and meaningful value 
 
What we believe? 
The work of Ministry of Awesome is based on these beliefs: 
 
• That we want Christchurch to be awesome  
• That people rock, and that anyone can be awesome  
• That surprise and joy are essential ingredients in an awesome city  
• That awesome is all around us, and sometimes needs nurturing  
• That an awesome city is by definition a compelling place to invest, create 
businesses, seek employment, as well as a place of love, laughter, and delight 
 
What we do? 
Ministry of Awesome is an enabler, do-er and champion of and for awesome. We 
connect awesome ideas with the resources to turn them into reality -- people, 
funding, mentors, government entry points and enthusiasm, all with the aim of 
rippling awesome through our community to strengthen, encourage and inspire 



LIVS manages privately owned 
property for landowners and finds 
short and medium-term uses for the 
countless vacant sites and buildings of 
our city. Their mission is to cut 
through red tape and unlock 
permissions, making vacant space 
available to creative Christchurch and 
enabling hundreds of temporary 
activations.  
LIVS does not own properties or 
permanently develop sites, rather 
they coordinate complementary and 
evolving temporary uses until a future 
long term activity takes place. 









Urban Farm 

Faces 
from the 
Collection 



Student Army 
Foundation 

Temple for 
Christchurch  









Cycle-Powered Cinema 





 
Makercrate 
…. a digital 
fabrication 
lab 
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